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Abstract: 

Low power flip-flops which assumes a basic part for the configuration of low-power computerized frameworks. Flip 

slumps and hooks devour a lot of force because of excess moves and timing framework. Furthermore, the vitality 

devoured by low skew clock conveyance system is consistently expanding and turning into a bigger division of the 

chip power. Just about, 30% - 60% of aggregate force dissemination in a framework is because of flip tumbles and 

clock appropriation system. Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish an outline that is both superior exhibitions 

while additionally being force proficient, cautious consideration must be paid to the configuration of flip flounders 

and locks. We study an arrangement of flip lemon intended for low power and High execution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Consecutive rationale components execute the same 

number of diverse capacities as combinational logic 

elements; in any case, they do certain all around 

characterized capacities, which have been given 

names. 

We now present another sort of circuit that is 

developed from gadgets that recollect their previous 

inputs. The rationale circuits in beforehand were all 

assembled with combinational components whose 

outputs are elements of their inputs just. Given 

learning of a combinational circuit's inputs and its 

Boolean capacity, we can simply compute the 

condition of its outputs. The yield of a sequential 

circuit depends on its present inputs, as well as on its 

past inputs. Indeed, even if we know a successive 

circuit's Boolean mathematical statements, we can't 

decide its yield state without knowing its past history 

(i.e. its past inward states).The essential building 

squares of sequential circuits are the flip-flop, bitable, 

and lock pretty much as the fundamental building 

piece of the combinational circuit is the gate. It’s not 

our goal to manage consecutive circuits at something 

besides an introductory level, as their full treatment 

frames a whole branch of computerized designing. 

Consecutive circuits can’t be overlooked from basic 

writings on PC equipment in light of the fact that 

they are expected to implement registers, counters, 

and shifters, all of which are basic to the operation of 

the central processing unit. The applied association of 

a consecutive circuit is clarified one by one in the 

underneath segment. A data is applied to a 

combinational circuit utilizing AND, OR, and NOT 

doors to create a yield that is nourished to a memory 

circuit that holds the estimation of the yield. The data 

held in this memory is called the interior condition of 

the circuit. The successive circuit utilizes its past 

yield together with its present information to produce 

the following yield. This announcement contains an 

exceptionally important implicit idea, the thought of 

a next state. Consecutive circuits have a clock info, 

which triggers the move from the present state to the 

following state. The counter is a decent case of a 

successive machine in light of the fact that it stores 

the present number that is upgraded to end up the 

following check. We ourselves is state machines on 

the grounds that our future conduct relies on upon our 

past inputs—in the event that you blaze yourself 

getting something out of the stove, you approach the 

broiler with more care . 

Pretty much as semiconductor producers have given 

combinational rationale components in single 

bundles, they have done likewise with consecutive 

rationale components. Without a doubt, there are 

more extraordinary reason successive rationale 
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components than combinational rationale 

components. Functional flip-failures are more 

intricate than those introduced heretofore in this 

section. Genuine circuits need to provide food for 

true issues. We have officially said that the yield of a 

flip-lemon is a component of its present inputs and its 

past yield. What happens when a flip-lemon is 

initially exchanged on? The answer is entirely basic. 

The Q yield tackles an irregular state, expecting no 

information is being connected that will constrain Q 

into a 0 or 1 state. 

A timed flip-lemon catches a computerized esteem 

and holds it consistent. There are, in any case, three 

methods for timing flip-flop.  

1. At whatever point the clock is stated (i.e. a level-

delicate flip-flop). 2. At whatever point the clock is 

evolving state (i.e. an edgesensitiveflip-flop). 3. 

Catch information on one edge of the clock and 

exchange it to the output on the accompanying edge 

(i.e. a master–slave flip-flop). A level-delicate clock 

triggers a flip-flop at whatever point the check is in a 

specific coherent state (some flip-flops are clocked 

by a sensible 1 and some by a consistent 0). The 

timed Slip-lemon of Fig. 3.11 is level touchy in light 

of the fact that the RS flip-flop responds to its R and 

S inputs at whatever point the clock information is 

high. A level-touchy clock is unsatisfactory for 

certain applications. Consider the arrangement of Fig. 

3.24 in which the output of a D flip-lemon is 

encouraged through a rationale system and then back 

to the flip-flop’s D data. On the off chance that we 

call the yield of the flip-failure the present Q, then the 

present Q is encouraged through the logic system to 

produce another data D. When the flip-flop is timed, 

the estimation of D is exchanged to the yield to 

generate Q_. In the event that the clock is level 

delicate, the new Q_ can surge through the rationale 

system and change D and thus the yield. This chain 

of occasions proceeds in an oscillatory manner with 

the dog wasting time. To stay away from such 

insecure or unpredictable behavior, we require an 

imperceptibly short clock heartbeat to catch the yield 

and hold it constant. As such a short pulse can't 

effectively be made; the edge-touchy clock has been 

introduced to tackle the criticism issue. Level-

delicate clocked flip-lemon are regularly flawlessly 

acceptable in applications such as registers joined 

with information transports, on the grounds that the 

length of time of the clock is normally little 

contrasted with the time for which the information is 

substantial 

II. SURVEY OF LOW POWER CLOCKING 

SYSTEM 

Flip-Flops are the essential components for putting 

away information and they are the central building 

pieces for every single consecutive circuit. In Flip-

slumps their substance change just either at the rising 

or at falling edge of the empower signal. In any case, 

after the rising or falling edge of the empower signal, 

the flip-flop's substance stays consistent regardless of 

the fact that the info information changes. The piece 

of the clock vitality is devoured by the inside clock 

cradle to control the transmission entryways 

pointlessly. CDFF and CCFF both have extensive 

timed transistors. For instance, CDFF utilized 15 

timed burdens and CCFF utilized 14 timed 

transistors. In appreciation to this, restrictive 

information mapping flip-lemon utilized just 7 timed 

transistors, which bringing about around half 

lessening in the quantity of timed transistors load, so 

because of this CDMFF utilized less power than 

CCFF and CDFF. This outcome show that the by 

lessening checked burdens numbers offer in 

accomplishing some assistance with lowing force. 

Since CDMFF is preferred in execution over CCFF 

and CDFF in admiration of force utilization [3]. 

CDMFF ha less number of clocked loads but it has 

redundant clocking in it and it has floating node as a 

drawback. To result in efficient and error free 

implementation of low power register element, a 

Clocked Pair Shared flip-flop (CPSFF) is proposed. 

In this circuit of clocked-pair-shared flip-flop, a 

clocked pair (N3, N4) is shared by first and second 

stage of the latching part as which is shown in figure 

1 below [4]. 

 

Fig. 1 Clocked-Pair Shared Flip-flop 
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The pseudo NMOS transistor that is PMOS, P1, is 

used to charge the internal node X despite being 

using the two clocked pre charging transistors (P1, 

P2) which is used in CDMFF. By comparing CDMFF 

with CPSFF, a total of three clocked loads are 

reduced in CPSFF, such that the clock load seen by 

the clock driver is minimized, resulting in an efficient 

design. CPSFF uses four clocked loads despite of 

seven clocked loads which is used in CDMFF, it 

result in about 40% reduction in number of clocked 

loads. Additional to this the internal node X is 

connected to supply voltage Vdd with the help of a 

pseudo NMOS P1, so is not floating point is now 

present, and result also shows an improvement in the 

noise robustness of node X. 

When input D stays at HIGH level then Q=1, here N5 

is kept ON, N1 will be kept off to avoid the 

redundant transient activity at node X, as well as in 

any short circuit current. PMOS P2 is allowed to pull 

Q to high level when D switches to 1 value. Then 

second NMOS branch (N2) is in charge for pulling 

down the output of Q if D = LOW value and 

Y=1when the clock pulse is arrives. PMOS present in 

N1 should turn on NMOS N2 when D=LOW. 

Although P1 is always ON, short circuit only occurs 

one time when D makes a transition from LOW to 

HIGH, and then discharge path is disconnected after 

two gates delay. After all that, if at this time also D 

remains at HIGH, then the discharge path is already 

disconnected by N1; there would be no short circuit. 

Here the clocked-pseudo-NMOS scheme is different 

from the general idea of common pseudo-NMOS 

logic. In the previous one we use clocked transistors 

in the pull down branch. P1, N1, N3, and N4 should 

be properly scaled to guarantee a correct noise 

margin. CPSFF uses three less clocked loads, which 

by default leads to about 40% reduction in number of 

clocked loads. It achieves 25% less clock driving 

power consumption than CDMFF, which improves 

power efficiency. 

III. SURVEY OF DIFFERENT LOW POWER 

TECHNIQUES 

In this section we have review various proposed 

several circuit level approaches for sub-threshold 

leakage power reduction. 

A. Sleep Transistor Techniques : 

In this approach sleep transistors are used between 

the power rails to break the power supply when the 

device is in the idle mode of operation. Due to this 

approach this technique is commonly known as 

power gated technique. Here in this technique high 

Vth sleep transistors is placed in pull up network and 

low Vth transistors is placed in the pull down 

network of the device to maintain high switching 

speed. Sleep transistors are turned off when the 

device is in idle state, which in respect directly 

reduces the leakage power in standby mode. But 

during active mode the device works normally. But 

this technique results in destruction of state plus a 

additional floating output voltage is generated in 

sleep mode. 

 

Fig 2 Sleep Transistor Approach 

B. Sleepy Stack Technique: 

Sleepy stack approach is the combination of Sleep 

approach and forced transistor technique approach. 

The forced transistor breaks the transistor into two 

halves which there by reduces the leakage power. 

Here sleep transistor technique retains the same logic 

state and saves the power when it is in sleep mode. In 

this approach we uses two additional sleep transistors 

parallel to the existing sleep transistor, here thereby 

the area and delay gets increased. Here during idle 

mode, sleep transistor are turned off and the power is 

substantially reduced. But during active mode, sleep 

transistors are on and here delay is reduced as there is 

active resistance path. 
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Fig. 3 Sleepy Stack Approach 

In this approach, a PMOS transistor is placed in 

parallel to the pull up sleep transistor and a NMOS is 

placed parallel to pull down sleep transistor. When 

they are in sleep mode, here the NMOS is the only 

source of VDD to the pull up network as the sleep 

transistor is turned off here. When they are in active 

mode, PMOS is the only source of ground to pull 

down network as at this time the sleep a transistor is 

turned on. Here due to the presence of sleep 

transistor, the resistance of the ON path get increases 

which by default decrease the propagation delay. The 

main advantage of this approach is that it retains the 

logic state of the circuit. circuit. 

 

Fig. 4 Sleepy Keeper Approach 

D. Dual Sleep Technique: 

The dual sleep approach utilizes the advantage of 

using the two extra pull-up and two extra pull-down 

transistors in the sleep mode either in the OFF state 

or in the ON state. Here in the circuit since the dual 

sleep portion can be made common to all the logic 

circuitry, so a less number of transistors is needed to 

apply a certain logic circuit. 

 

Fig. 5 Dual Sleep Approach 

E. Dual Stack Technique: 

In dual stack transistor approach 2 PMOS is placed in 

the pull down network and 2 NMOS is placed in the 

pull-up network. The advantage of this approach is 

that here NMOS degrades the high logic level while 

the PMOS degrades the low logic level. As compared 

to the previous approaches this approach requires 

greater area. Another disadvantage is that the delay is 

also increased here. 

 

Fig. 6 Dual Stack Approach 
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IV. PROPOSED CLOCKED PAIR 

SHAREDFLIP-FLOP (CPSFF) USING POWER 

GATING TECHNIQUE 

Clock pair shared flip flop [4][6] is used in clock 

distribution networks. Number of clocking transistors 

is less compare to low swing differential conditional 

capturing flip flop. Hence it consumes low power 

with less area. Clocked pair shared flip-flop is shown 

in the Fig 3. 

 

Fig.3 Clocked Pair Shared flip-flop 

The clock system consisting of clock distribution 

networks and sequential elements is most power 

consuming VLSI components. Reductions of flip 

flop, power consumption have a deep impact on the 

total power consumption. Since power consumption 

is a major bottleneck of system performance, the 

clock load should be reduced to reduce the power 

consumption. The clock distribution network 

distributes the clock signal from a common point to 

all the elements that need it. Since this function is 

vital to synchronous system, much attention has been 

given to the characteristics of these clock signal and 

the electrical networks used in their distribution. In 

synchronous system clock distribution networks 

consumes a large amount of total power because of 

high operation frequency of highest capacitance. An 

effective way to reduce capacity of clock load is by 

minimizing number of clocked transistor. In low 

swing differential capturing flip flop system clock 

distribution networks consumes a large amount of 

chip power and there exist a more number of clocked 

transistor. Hence by a novel approach, clocked paired 

shared flip flop is used to reduce the number of local 

clocked transistors. 

The pseudo NMOS transistor that is PMOS, P1, is 

used to charge the internal node X despite being 

using the two clocked pre-charging transistors (P1, 

P2) which is used in CDMFF. By comparing CDMFF 

with CPSFF, a total of three clocked loads are 

reduced in CPSFF, such that the clock load seen by 

the clock driver is minimized, resulting in an efficient 

design.CPSFF uses four clocked loads despite of 

seven.Clocked Loads which are used in CDMFF; It 

results in about 40% Reduction in number of clocked 

loads. Additional To this the internal node X is 

connected to supply voltage Vdd with the help of a 

pseudo NMOS P1, So is not floating point is now 

present, and result also shows an improvement in the 

noise robustness of node X. 

When input D stays at HIGH level then Q=1, here N5 

is kept ON, N1 will be kept off to avoid the 

redundant transient activity at node X, as well as in 

any short circuit current. PMOS P2 is allowed to pull 

Q to high level when D switches to 1 value. Then 

second NMOS branch (N2) is in charge for pulling 

down the output of Q if D = LOW value and 

Y=1when the clock pulse is arrives. PMOS present in 

N1 should turn on NMOS N2 when D=LOW. 

Although P1 is always ON, short circuit only occurs 

one time when D makes a transition from LOW to 

HIGH, and then discharge path is disconnected after 

two gates delay. After all that, if at this time also D 

remains at HIGH, then the discharge path is already 

disconnected by N1; there would be no short circuit. 

Here the clocked-pseudo-NMOS scheme is different 

from the general idea of common pseudo-NMOS 

logic. In the previous one we use clocked transistors 

in the pull down branch. P1, N1, N3, and N4 should 

be properly scaled to guarantee a correct noise 

margin. CPSFF uses three less clocked loads, which 

by default leads to about 40% reduction in number of 

clocked loads. It achieves 25% less clock driving 

power consumption than CDMFF, which improves 

power efficiency. CDFF and CCFF use many clocked 

transistors. CDMFF reduces the number of clocked 

transistors but it has redundant clocking as well as a 

floating node. To ensure efficient and robust 

implementation of low power sequential element, we 
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propose Clocked Pair Shared flip-flop (CPSFF) to 

use less clocked transistor than CDMFF and to 

overcome the floating problem in CDMFF.In the 

clocked-pair-shared flip-flop, clocked pair (N3, N4) 

is shared by first and second stage. An always on 

PMOS, P1, is used to charge the internal node rather 

than using the two clocked pre-charging transistors 

(P1, P2) in CDMFF. 

Further the transistor N7 in the clocked inverter in 

CDMFF is removed. CPSFF uses four clocked 

transistors rather than seven clocked transistors in 

CDMFF, resulting in approximately 40% reduction in 

number of clocked transistors. Furthermore the 

internal node is connected to Vdd by an always on 

P1, so is not floating, resulting in enhancement of 

noise robustness of node. This solves the floating 

point problem in CDMFF. The always ON P1 is a 

weak PMOS transistor size. This scheme combines 

pseudo NMOS [16] with a conditional mapping 

technique where a feedback signals, comp, controls 

NMOS N1. When input D stays 1, Q=1, N5 is on, N1 

will shut off to avoid the redundant switching activity 

at node X as well as any short circuit current. PMOS 

P2 should pull Q up when D transits to 1. The second 

NMOS branch (N2) is responsible for pulling down 

the output of Q if D=0 and Y=1 when the clock pulse 

arrives. PMOS in I1 should turn on NMOS N2 when 

D=0. 

Although P1 is always ON, short circuit only occurs 

one time when D makes a transition of 0 to 1, and the 

discharge path is disconnected after two gates delay 

by comp (turning off N1). After that, if remains at 1, 

the discharge path are already disconnected by N1; 

there would be no short circuit. The clocked-pseudo-

NMOS scheme is different from the general idea of 

conventional pseudo-NMOS logic in that we use 

clocked transistors in the pull down branch. P1, N1, 

N3, and N4 should be properly sized to ensure a 

correct noise margin. Several low power techniques 

can be easily incorporated into the new flip- flop. 

Unlike CDMFF, low swing is possible for CPSFF 

since incoming low voltage clock does not drive 

PMOS transistors. Further CPSFF could be used as a 

level converter flip-flop automatically, because 

incoming clock and data signals only drive NMOS 

transistors. Inputs are driven by the inverters, and the 

output is driving a capacity load of 14 minimum 

inverters. In the clocked-pair-shared flip-flop, 

clocked pair (N3, N4) is shared by first and second 

stage. An always on PMOS, P1, is used to charge the 

internal node rather than using the two clocked pre 

charging transistors (P1, P2) in CDMFF. Schematic 

circuit of CPSFF is shown in the Fig 4 and simulation 

result shown in the Fig 5. 

 

Fig.4 Schematic circuit of CPSFF 

 

Fig.5 Simulation output of proposed CPSFF 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, a variety of design techniques for low 

power clocking system are reviewed. One effective 

method, reducing capacity of the clock load by 

minimizing number of clocked transistor, is 

elaborated. Following the approach, one novel 

CPSFF is proposed, which reduces local clock 

transistor number by about 40%. In view of power 

consumption of clock driver, the new CPSFF 

outperforms prior arts in flip-flop design by about 

24%. Furthermore, several low power techniques, 

including low swing and double edge clocking, can 

be explored to incorporate into the new flip-flop to 

build clocking systems. 
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